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DCT3-1713
Length: 1700mm
Width: 1300mm

DCT3-2513
Length: 2500mm
Width: 1300mm

DCT3S-2521
Length: 2500mm
Width: 2100mm

DCT3S-3521
Length: 3500mm
Width: 2100mm

DCT3S-5521
Length: 5500mm
Width: 2100mm

DCT3S-2532
Length: 2500mm
Width: 3200mm

DCT3S-3532
Length: 3500mm
Width: 3200mm

DCT3S-5532
Length: 5500mm
Width: 3200mm

DCT3-2517/3017
Length: 3000mm
Width: 1700mm

Maxicam Ltd - Powell CNC
Unit 15 Spitfire Business Park
1 Hawker Road
Croydon
Surrey
CR0 4WD
WWW.POWELL-CNC.COM - SALES@POWELL-CNC.COM - 0845 689 0294

SIGNAGE & GRAPHICS
A NEW ERA OF INTELLIGENT CUTTING

COMPUTER GUIDED REGISTRATION, ROUTER & KNIFE CUTTING
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KT Board

Textiles

Backlit Film

Acrylic

Car Decals

Reflective Materials

Electrical
oscillating
tool is used to cut KT
Board accurately and
eﬃciently .

Driven Rotary tool is
used to cut textiles
with perfect quality
and
speed
and
minimum fraying of the
cut edges.

Universal Cutting Tool
or Tangential Knife Tool
fast and eﬀectively
with low cost.

Universal Cutting Tool
or Tangential Knife Tool
fast and eﬀectively
with low cost.

CCD Camera registration system and kiss
cut tool is used to cut
vinyl
self-adhesive
materials. The depth is
automatically adjusted
on the fly during
cutting for the perfect
finish.

Reflective materials
can be cut quickly and
eﬀectively using the
Kiss cut tool.

CUTTING
EXPERTS
CNC
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Safety Devices

Vacuum System

Equipped with infrared safety beams to prevent hands
or other objects entering the danger zone. The end of
gantry crash barriers also prevent injury caused by
collisions at high and slow speed.

COMPLETE CUTTING SOLUTION

The vacuum system comes
equipped with inverter for variable
speed control of the vacuum pump.
Vacuum pressure can be adjusted
to meet the demands of the media
with low energy consumption.

POWERFUL FEATURES MEET PERFECT FORM
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Vacuum Zones

06

Multiple Feeding Options

04
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06
Customers can choose from static,
conveyor or sheet feeding systems
for maximum productivity. Continuous and oversize cutting options with
camera guided registration complete
the package.

The vacuum area can be customised depending
on the size of the media to improve the overall
vacuum eﬀect by reducing leakage. Combined
with the variable speed vacuum pump this
solution provides the lowest possible energy
consumption for the vacuum clamping system.
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Flexible Cutting Tools
Powell cutting systems have a wide
range of cutting options through
flexible tool holders mounted to a quick
change tool head. Multiple tool types
allow for the processing of a wide range
of materials such as paper, foam, PVC
and Acrylic with pinpoint accuracy.

Ergonomic Work Station
The machine comes supplied with an ergonomic operator
console with on board tool storage for tool holders. The
entire machine is controlled via the easy to use PC control
software.

CNC

QUICK RELEASE
TOOLS
ON 3 HEADS

UCT - Universal Knife

EOT - Electrically Oscillating

The vacuum system comes equipped with
inverter for variable speed control of the
vacuum pump. Vacuum pressure can be
adjusted to meet the demands of the media
with low energy consumption.

The electrically oscillating tool is
perfect for cutting medium density
materials such as Foam-X and corrugated boards such as Correx.

VCut - V Groove Tool
Specialised tool for V-Cut processing of corrugated materials. Angles, 15°, 22.5°, 30° and 45°

DRT - Driven Rotary
RZ - Interchangeable Router
High frequency router 60,000rpm for hard
materials such as acrylic, wood and ACM. The
router comes complete with variable speed
inverter, dust collection system and air cooling.

The Driven rotary Tool cuts materials
by the high speed driven “Pizza Wheel”
style carbide blade. The tools can be
round or decagonal which are particularily suitable for cutting woven materials such as textiles.

EOT3 - High Power EOT
POT - Pnuematically Operated Tool
Driven by compressed air with an 8mm stroke
the POT is designed for cutting hard and
compact materials, With optional blade types
the POT can cut dense foam and corrugated
materials up to 50mm thick.

The EOT3 suits processing of sandwhich board, honeycomb materials,
vertical corrugated board, thick
carboard and tough leather. The tool
has a 2.5mm stroke for high speed
cutting.

PRT - High Power DRT
CTT - Creasing Wheel
Creasing tool for courrugated materials and packaging, a
selection of creasing wheel geometry for multiple thickness materials.

KCT - Kiss Cut
The kiss cut tool is mainly used on thin materials
such as self-adhesive vinyl where the decal is
cut and the backing material left behind. It
allows for high speed cutting in roll materials.

Similar to the DRT the PRT can cut a
wider range of woven materials such
as glass fibre and kevlar fibre.

CNC
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API - AUTOMATIC PROCESSING
INTELLIGENT SYSTEM

Convenient Operation
Convenience and eﬃciency are the foundations of the auto
processing system. After formal training from our engineers
its possible to master the basic functions of the Auto
Processing intelligent system within one hours and get to an
advanced level within one day.

Barcode Management System
Intelligent Material Library
The system comes with preinstalled parameters
for hundreds of diﬀerent materials for multiple
industries.
The system can choose the cutting speed and
depth of cut depending on the thickness of the
material.
Users can create their own material library
according to their special materials.

Smooth Line
The system simplifies the process of cut line
creation; select the image format that needs to
be edited the system then automatically
creates the cut files.

The cutting files can be automatically loaded through a
barcode. The barcode is generated automatically through
the RIP software.

Automatically add Registration Marks
Along with the barcode the RIP can “Nest” parts with cutter
paths and automatically add system compatible registration
marks for the CCD camera auto alignment system.

Remote Access & Support
Powell CNC engineers can dial in and remotely take control
of the machine for training and support purposes. Software
updates can installed from the cloud service. The service
helps to maintain maximum system “up time” and protect
company profits.

AKI- Auto Knife Initialisation
RIP Software Compatible
Automatic processing of the cutter paths and
registration marks along with barcodes/QR
codes can be generated via the RIP Software.
Compatible with Caldera and Onyx RIP
Software.

Automatic Bleeding
To cut perfect parts the systems has an automatic bleeding function, which facilitates users
to adjust the bleed amount according to their
requirements.

The machine has an on board AKI device or tool blade
setting device with precision less than 0.3mm. The device
works eﬃciently with all tools/knife blades and the tools in
ARC (Automatic Router bit Changer)

ARC - Auto Router bit Changer
The machine can be supplied with an optional ARC system
which allows the user to select multiple tools from the 9
position tool station automatically to process the work
piece. The ARC system is especially useful where multiple
routing tools are required on the same job such as ACM sign
trays, engraving, profiling and polishing acrylic.

CNC

AUTOMATIC
PROCESSING
Directly save cutting files
as EPS, PDF, AI, CDR
Cutting file is created
automatically from the
graphic file by using
smooth line software

Graphic design

Automatically generate
registration marks
Intelligent Material Library

Send cutting files to
the printing equipment
through RIP software
Caldera, Onyx etc.

Automatically add
task barcode

Cutting Files

CUTTING

UV Flatbed Printer

Photo rolls and wide
format printer

Barcode
Recognition
System

HIGH POWER ROUTER
MODULE
ARC - Auto Router bit Changer

The machine can be supplied with an optional ARC system
which allows the user to select multiple tools from the 9
position tool station automatically to process the work
piece. The ARC system is especially useful where multiple
routing tools are required on the same job such as ACM sign
trays, engraving, profiling and polishing acrylic.

Pneumatic Clamping
The eﬀeciency of the auto router bit changer is 10
times of the manual router bit changer. The system
requires no tools to change the router bit and has an
auto cleaning system.

Fully Automatic ARC System
Automatic bit changer, automatically selects the tool
from the tool station depnding on the selected
parameters for the material type and thickness.
Up to 9 diﬀerent tools can be set up at one time in the
tool station.

CUTTING
EXPERTS

One module can perform milling, polishing, chamfering and lettering operations.

Oil Misting Device
The system can come with an oil misting devicve for
processing aluminium

Automatic Cleaning
The machine automatically cleans the debris from
the tool before replacing the bit in the station to keep
the tool in perfect condition.

The ARC system acepts tools on 4, 6 and 8mm
shanks for a complete range of tooling options.

CNC

LARGE FORMAT
CUTTING SYSTEMS

POWELL DCTS3

